ACTION: CPO INFO: AMB DCM POL EC AID USIS MILG DAO SA CONS/11 (S) LOC: 219 312 R
ZZGZCG0527
O0 RUEDTG 25 SEP 84 CN: 19372
DEF RUEDC 2690806
ZNL CCCCZZH CPO 2690512 SEP 84 CHRG: PROG
FM SECSTATE WASHDC DIST: CPO

TO: RUEDTG/AMEMBASSY TEGUCIGALPA IMMEDIATE 2655
RUEJCS/ SECDEF WASHDC IMMEDIATE 6420
RUEJCS/JCS WASHDC IMMEDIATE 3447
RUEJCS/JCS USCINCSO QUARRY HTS PN IMMEDIATE
RUEJCS/AMEMBASSY SAN SALVADOR IMMEDIATE 0147

SUBJECT: RECATEGORIZATION

REF: TEGUCIGALPA 11893

1. REFTEL HAS BEEN RECATEGORIZED TO EXDIS. PLEASE RECALL ALL COPIES AND REISSUE WITH NEW MARKINGS.

2. FOR MILADRESSES: REFTEL IS BEING HANDLED WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE AS EXDIS. PLEASE TREAT AS SPECAT EXCLUSIVE. DAM

**CPU NOTE

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES OF TEGUCIGALPA 11893 TO CPU FOR DESTRUCTION.

DECLASSIFIED

STATE 284356

Dept of State, RPS/IPS, Margaret P Graefeld, Dir.
(1) Release ( ) Exccise ( ) Deny ( ) Declasify
Date 1/2/98
Exemption